
The country’s most award-winning parks 
are located in Kotka, which Kotka is 
nowadays known for. Kotka has
a strong history as an industrial city,
but nowadays, park construction
plays an important role in the city’s 
identity.

Kotka National Urban Park covers a dozen parks, 
some of which are located in Kotkansaari and 
some further away along the Kymijoki River. A 
variety of special parks have been built in Kotka.
The leading idea has been that all the parks are 
different from each other and each has its own 
theme. 

The development has been driven by the 
garden advisor Heikki Laaksonen’s vision and its 
determined implementation.On a guided tour you 
can experience the best of the amazing diversity 
and beauty of the Kotka parks.

The visit includes a coffee break and lunch in a 
beautiful park scenery. To the basic structure of 
the park tour can be added a guided, themed tour 
of the park according to the wishes of the group.

EAST  COAST  TRAVEL PACKAGE

Day trip to parks of Kotka 
- themes: urban landscape change, 
greenery in parks or 
historical events? The package includes:

   Tour opening, coffee and introducing the   

       programme for the day (Café Munkholma or Marina  

       Cafe Laituri)

   Guided tours of the parks of your choice

        according to the chosen theme (1-3)

   Lunch at Restaurant Meriniemi, Bistro V

       or Vaakku in Varissaari

From oil harbour to rewarded seaside park 
– Katariina Seaside Park, Sapokka Water 
Garden and Jokipuisto Park

Green and flavour experiences -
Sapokka Water Garden, Katariina Seaside 
Park, Pionipuisto Park and
Fuksinpuisto Park

In the imperial footsteps in Kotka and the 
surroundings - Siikakoski, Langinkoski, 
Isopuisto, Katariina Seaside Park (and 
possibly Varissaari or Vellamo)

Selectable travel themes and meals and 
guide services according to the theme:

Sapokan Vesipuisto
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Target groups:

   Bus groups

   Associations and clubs and other groups that  

       go on trips together

   Enthusiasts of parks and gardens

   Nature enthusiasts

   People interested in local culture and history

   City travellers

Suitable for large groups. Guide / 25 people.

Guided tours for groups of 25 people from 110€ / 2 
hours

Lunch and other services from 45€/person

Langinkoski

Katariinan Meripuisto

Isopuisto

Project is funded by the European Union’s response to the covid-19 pandemic.


